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GOA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

 

Set at an elevated spot on the foothills of the picturesque Western Ghats is the Goa Institute of 

Management (AICTE accredited). It has international exchange programs with top institutes in 

Belgium, German, Portugal and China. The sprawling 50 acre campus is WiFi enabled, with 

state-of-the-art computer labs and a communications centre. It houses an impressive library with 

a massive collection of books related to all the management disciplines, and having access to 

international databases like EBSCO, ProQuest, Capitaline Plus, etc.   

GIM offers an energetic and creative learning environment with a diverse and dedicated faculty 

whose expertise spans a broad array of subjects. The flagship fully-residential PGDM program is 

highly rigorous with candidates from diverse academic backgrounds and an exhaustive 

curriculum taught by an enviable list of faculty. The program lays emphasis on the overall 

grooming and holistic learning by way of interactive sessions with industry stalwarts, case study 

solutions and live projects. The students have their own clubs and organizations based on 

common interests. 
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MECCA – THE MARKETING CLUB OF GOA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

 

One of the many clubs of Goa Institute of Management is –MECCA- the marketing club of 

G.I.M. The tagline of the club is “Marketing Inveterate” which means to portray that Marketing 

is not just our passion but our habit.  MECCA is responsible for the dissemination of marketing 

concepts through competitive events such as “Bollywood Bikta Hai” on product placement and 

“Arena” on Ambush marketing. These events help showcase the creativity of the students which 

is otherwise not possible in class. MECCA promotes application of marketing concepts that one 

learns in class. MECCA also conducts case study competitions in collaboration with corporates 

to address their ongoing marketing problems. “Revving up” was a case study competition 

organized in 

conjunction with 

Tata Motors for their 

new model “Tata 

Venture”. 

MECCA‟s most 

significant endeavour 

however, is the 

Annual National 

level corporate quiz 

of GIM “WIZBIZ” 

which sees the 

participation of 

renowned corporate 

quizzers from all 

over the country. 

This quiz is 

exclusively for corporate participants only. 

μtopia is the marketing magazine of GIM‟s marketing club, MECCA. “MECCA-Marketing 

Inveterate” which portrays that Marketing is not just our passion but our habit.  Taking forward 

GIM‟s aim to offer an energetic and creative learning environment MECCA disseminates the 

learning and practice of marketing concepts through competitive events such as “BBH” on 

product placement and “Arena” on Ambush marketing , „Revving Up‟ and WIZBIZ. 

μtopia is one such initiative which aims to build a platform for peer learning and creative 

thinking. It intends to to provide insights into the plethora of knowledge that relate to the various 

facets of the marketing world. It will include the latest happenings in in the dynamic world of 

Marketing of which we aspire to be a part. 
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COVER STORY: Beer industry towards premiumization? 
- Kiran Krishnan- PGP-II ; IIM Indore 

SABMiller, the second largest brewer in the 

country recently announced the brand 

extension of its iconic Australian brand 

Foster‟s titled Foster’s strong in the strong 

beer segment.  This aggressive move is 

looked upon as an attempt to give strong 

competition to its main competitor in India; 

the Vijay Mallya promoted United 

Breweries. Certainly good news for all beer 

enthusiasts, isn‟t it? Let us see how the beer 

drinking habits of Indians have evolved over 

time. 

Beer was introduced in India (well no prize 

for guessing that) by the British who 

eventually set up a brewery to produce 

Asia‟s first beer-a pale ale called Lion. Pale 

ale is one of the styles in which beer is made 

by adopting warm fermentation and pale 

malt. Currently, there are 2 distinct segments 

in the beer market, the mild (contains around 

5% alcohol) and the strong (6-8% alcohol) 

Industry stats show that beer market has 

grown at 10% CAGR over the last 3 years 

and is expected to grow at 10.5% in which 

the strong segment is expected to show a 

higher CAGR of 11-12%. Indians are 

guzzling a lot of beer indeed! So what are 

the underlying demographic and 

psychographic growth drivers behind this 

strong market sentiment? Here are a few: 

 Increasing influence of western 

culture and related lifestyle changes  

 The swelling middle class and 

demographic shift towards the 

younger age group (Millenials-12 to 

35 yr old) 

 “Premiumization” trends observed 

in general. All the strong brands are 

selling at a premium than the mild 

segment 

 Socio-cultural value changes and 

increasing women involvement in 

the workforce. (Yes, the industry 

trends show significant increase in 

the population of women drinking 

beer!) 

 Greater international travel 

opportunities available to the Indians 

 Retail developments in the metros 

(where wine/beer is being sold under 

govt license) 

One interesting insight is that strong beer is 

considered as a cheap alternative to spirits 

in India whereas in the other countries it is 

considered as equivalent to a soft drink. 

Also, strong beer offers a strong “value for 
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money” proposition as the consumers are 

price sensitive and needs more kick than 

taste, especially in the rural or mini-metro 

markets where 80% of the beer sales 

happen.  

Coming back to the context of players in the 

Indian beer market, the industry have 

already gone through an era of consolidation 

and is currently dominated by two of the 

heavy weights, UB & SABMiller. 

Kingfisher(KF) from UB is the most 

popular brand with leading market share. 

Such is the brand equity that the UB group 

have safely extended the brand to its airlines 

and life style TV channel (Goodtimes) with 

the same brand positioning of “The king of 

good times”. Promoting KF was relatively a 

ball game for the group because of its long 

term existence. During the 1990‟s, when the 

Indian govt banned advertising of the 

alcoholic beverages, KF was the safest brand 

due to its well established brand equity. 

Currently, they are doing surrogate 

advertising and is constantly seen 

sponsoring events in the sports, music and 

fashion arena which goes well the brand 

personality! 

Carlsberg India, a unit of Denmark-based 

Carlsberg Group was another company who 

recently launched Carlsberg Elephant' in 

the Indian market. The key strategy is to 

develop the super-premium strong beer 

category in the market by commanding price 

premium of 40% (currently priced at 100-

125 INR) for a 650ml bottle. This aggressive 

decision is also a reflection after the launch 

of the Tuborg Strong in 2010 which was a 

resounding success which showed growth 

rates of 23% y.o.y. The claim to fame for the 

Tuborg brand was the “Pull-Up Cap”. Once 

again, a simple innovation which avoids the 

use of an opener, this feature was extremely 

popular with the beer lovers! Also, the 

company was successful in interweaving the 

core elements of the Tuborg brand (Music & 

Fun) in to the Tuborg strong brand as well. 

The company addressed the marketing 

challenge by engaging the consumers at the 

Point of influence and other touch points 

through their 360 degree branding initiative. 

The primary TG of this premium segment 

would be “an evolved consumer – a social 

drinker, affluent, discerning and 

contemporary, one who appreciates refined 

things in life and 

seek luxury 

experiences”  

SABMiller is also 

not new to 

innovation path 

and segment 

creation strategy. 

They were the first brewer to launch India‟s 

first stout beer- the Haywards Black. After 

testing the market and declaring it a success 

is now that they launch Foster’s strong and 

Miller Highlife in India. They also launched 

Foster‟s in PET bottles (another 

Indianization) in Maharashtra.  Foster's 

Strong is the second made-for-India product 

within SABMiller‟s' portfolio after malt beer 

Indus Pride was launched in 2008 
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Another relatively newer player, Budweiser 

has launched its music property "Budweiser 

Clubbing" in India. Budweiser Clubbing will 

bring eight to 10 world-class DJs to India 

every year. They are also the official 

sponsors for FIFA and EPL. They are also 

exploring associations in the music and 

fashion industry. 

For the Indian beer lover, its choices aplenty 

now and guess the symbol of prosperity, the 

traditional Indian potbelly (beer belly) is 

here to stay!  Cheers! And hey, 

remember…“A fine beer may be judged with 

only one sip, but it's better to be thoroughly 

sure.”- Czech proverb 
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Ambush Marketing- Is It ethical? 
-Pavitra AgrawaL ,IIM Rohtak 

 

“Ambush Marketing” was coined in the 

1980‟s by Jerry Welsh, the renowned 

marketing strategist, while working as a 

manager for global marketing efforts for 

American Express. When he coined the 

term, he thought of it as a creative and 

legitimate marketing strategy. Today, 

however, the term is associated with a 

negative connotation. According to 

Wikipedia “ambush marketing refers to a 

company's attempt to capitalize on the 

goodwill, reputation, and popularity of a 

particular event by creating an association 

with it, without the authorization or consent 

of the necessary parties.” It is an attempt of 

the ambusher to associate itself with an 

event without paying the fee and get some 

rub-off effects from it. When implemented 

effectively, it diminishes the value of the 

actual sponsors of the event by confusing 

the customers  

Fig:Typical example of ambush marketing 

 

 

Fig1.1:Jet airlines putting a billboard 

“we’ve changed” 

 

Fig1.2:Kingfisher took the credit of making 

them change 

 

Fig1.3:Go Air cashed in on the success of 

the two billboards 

There is a thin line between Ambush 

marketing and effective marketing practice. 

All the marketing strategies adopted by a 
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rival company in the midst of an event 

cannot be called as ambush marketing.  An 

activity is termed as ambushing only if the 

marketer is trying to endorse a specific 

product/event and by doing that the revenues 

of the main event are getting damaged. For 

example if spice jet shows its commercials 

in between a motor sports event, it will not 

be guilty of ambushing. But if Pepsi is 

launching a new ad campaign in between 

cricket world cup whose official sponsor is 

coke and it affects the sales of coke, it will 

be termed as an instance of ambushing. 

 

Fig:Pepsi ad during 1996 WC with their 

new slogan “Nothing official about it” 

Strategies for ambush marketing can be 

broadly classified into two groups: 

Forging: In this form, a company misleads 

the people that the ambusher is one of the 

sponsors of the event by using a similar 

name or logo associated with the event 

while it is not. For example, in 2002 Sydney 

Olympics, Quantas airlines changed its 

slogan to “The spirit of Australia” which 

was very close to the games slogan “Share 

the Spirit”.  This was a classic case of 

ambush marketing as the official airline 

partner of the event was Ansett Air but the 

slogan of Quantas airlines suggested 

otherwise. 

Fig:Quantas airlines 

 

Intrusion: Here the ambusher tries to give its 

own name or trade mark through the 

medium of publicity of the event without 

seeking the permission of the organiser. This 

strategy uses the attention created by the 

event to promote the ambusher‟s product. 

This strategy is more popular with the 

ambushers now-a-days as forging can lead 

to legal actions and this is comparatively a 

risk-free strategy. In 2006 Bavaria Brewery 

gave away orange overalls called 

Leeuwenhosen

 

to some of the fans to support the 

Netherlands football team with the 

brewery‟s logo on them. The FIFA officials 

asked the fans to remove the orange overalls 

as Budweiser was the official sponsor. 
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Fig: Supporters wearing Leeuwenhosen 

One of the greatest threats with ambushing 

is that it reduces the effectiveness of the 

advertisements of the original sponsors of 

the event and decreases their revenues. It 

can also lead to withdrawal of some of the 

sponsors from the event such as IBM and 

Mars from the Olympic TOP programme. 

The sponsorships for these events are costly 

and ambushing reduces the worth of the 

investments of the sponsors.   

Ambushing has been an ever increasing 

phenomenon since it came into existence. 

Hence for better protection of the interests of 

the company some measures have evolved 

which could help companies to counter 

ambushing. The major ones according to 

http://factoidz.com are: 

Learn to Ambush: This measure is based on 

the premise that if the company knows how 

to ambush then it will also know the 

vulnerable points on which it could be 

ambushed and then it can try to plug those 

gaps through stringent contracts. 

Leveraging: These are supplementary 

measures such as ads aimed at increasing 

public awareness about the official sponsors 

of the event. 

Limit a non-sponsors capacity to advertise: 

By limiting the non-sponsors ability to 

advertise in the proximity of the event 

reduces the probability of ambushing. It is 

also known as “clean stadium” policy. 

 Educate Consumers: One of the most safest 

and effective measure is making the 

customers known about the official sponsors 

so that the ambushers cannot mislead the 

public. 

Legal Restrictions: Stringent legal measures 

can act as deterrents to the practice of 

unethical ambushing. 

 

Is it ethical?  The debate on ethics of 

ambush marketing has been a never ending 

one and the answers very subjective. If you 

are asking this question to the sponsor of the 

event he might say that it is synonymous 

with crime and to an ambusher it might 

seem to be an intelligent marketing strategy. 

The viewpoints become completely reversed 

if the ambusher is made the sponsor and 

vice-versa.  Marketing as a field of study has 

always been associated with creativity and 

ambushing gives them a perfect platform for 

the same. In today‟s world, where there is 

cut throat competition between corporates 

due to increasing competition and reducing 

margins, companies have to come up with 

such kind of measures to counter other. 

During the times of recession, when all the 

major economies of the world go to a 

standstill, it serves as a cost effective 

method of advertising. For me it is not 

breaking the law or doing illegal, it is an 

intelligent use of the loopholes in the 

marketing practices of the other firm.  Also, 

competition is not a game with set rules; if I 

am refraining from using ambush marketing 
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today does not mean that my rival facing the 

same condition would not use ambush 

against me. In my viewpoint, it is one of the 

best methods of marketing involving 

minimum capital and maximum gains. What 

you think of ambushing is up to you to 

decide. 
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Cult Branding -- Is India ready for it? 
- Ishmeet Singh Dang, Goa Institute of Management 

Cult, in the modern sense of the word, is usually used to refer to a group of people who are 

“different”, those who stand out from the regular crowd. A cult brand is one that caters to a 

particular group of people, and is often characterized by high levels of customer loyalty. This 

group of people is usually large, but not so large as to be considered mass market. The customers 

of a cult brand have certain common characteristics, consider the brand to be a part of their 

personality, and are ready to swear by it.  

There are a number of factors that differentiate a 

cult brand from a mass-market brand. Cult 

brands do more than just fulfilling the needs of 

their customers. They create an entire ecosystem 

in which the customer can live happily. It‟s an 

“experience” more than a product or service. 

Some cult brand users have even gone on to say 

that the feelings they experience while 

interacting with the product are akin to religious 

experiences. Cult brands enjoy an extremely 

high level of customer loyalty, so much so that 

their users can‟t even think about using some 

other product. Why are cult brands able to 

generate such feelings and loyalty among users? 

According to some experts, it‟s because these products are aspirational and not in everybody‟s 

reach. While this may not be true every single time, it is common for cult brands to be priced 

higher than normal ones. Cult brands don‟t stop at just selling the products, they are 

characterized by high degree of consumer involvement even afterwards, with people actually 

forming communities and having interactions with other users of the same brand because they 

consider themselves a part of “the family”.  

A number of brands enjoy cult status these days. Some of the most commonly mentioned ones 

are Harley Davidson, IKEA, etc. Apple is another good example of a cult brand. Users of 

Apple‟s products invest a lot more than just money into the company. They believe in the 

company‟s ideals, and are ready to defend them whenever need be, as depicted in “MacHeads”, a 

documentary about Apple customers. During its initial days, Apple would organize huge 

conferences and support group meetings among their customers all over the world. However, 

with the launch of cheaper and more accessible products such as the iPod, the company is losing 

on its cult status. Not all customers believe so strongly in the brand anymore, and may shift if 

they are able to find something better. However, the company still enjoys extremely high brand 

loyalty among its high end products such as its line of laptops: The MacBook Pros, MacBook 

Airs, etc. 
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India and Cult Brands  

India has been behind countries like the US when it comes to cult brands. Two of the most 

commonly stated reasons for this are: the country‟s diversity; and the fact that we as people are 

raised to “blend in” rather than to “stand out”. However, to really explain why cult brands 

haven‟t been very big in India, it‟s important to understand how alternative rock bands started 

becoming popular in the USA. They were among the first cult brands, and they leveraged on the 

situation that existed in the country at that time, with a large portion of the young population 

being frustrated or disillusioned for some or the other reason. In recent times, bands such as 

Green Day have leveraged on such situations by releasing albums like American Idiot to target 

the political scenario in the US after the 9/11 attacks and the Iraq War. Incidentally, Green Day 

is counted among the few surviving cult bands of USA. Cult brands have not been very 

successful in India because they haven‟t been able to find a group of people that can be united 

over something.  

 

However, if one notices carefully, it can be seen that some brands have been able to achieve the 

cult status to some extent. Royal Enfield has been able to follow largely in the footsteps of 

Harley Davidson, and has been able to create a fairly large fan following in the country, and its 

customers swear by it. This can be observed clearly in cities of Punjab, where the people really 

associate with the “majestic image” that the brand 

stands for. The bike is also very popular among 

riders seeking to go for adventure rides in the 

Himalayas, etc. Similarly, Converse All Star shoes 

have been able to find a dedicated market for 

themselves in the students of the various schools and 

colleges in India, who associate with the “grungy” 

image that the brand represents worldwide.  

With per capita incomes rising, and more 

information flowing into the system, Indians are 

now beginning to understand and associate with brands that have gained cult status 

internationally. Today, a number of “Apple Fanboys” as loyal Apple customers are called, on 

forums are Indians. It‟s just a matter of time before they are able to create “unity in diversity”.  

As for indigenous cult brands, it could take some more time before we get to see them. 

Currently, most Indian companies are looking to make mass-market products to leverage on the 

country‟s huge population.  
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But within the country‟s sparkling malls, cult brands are beginning to make their presence felt. A 

number of young entrepreneurs are coming up with brands that teenagers can associate with. An 

example is “PUNK!”, which is a chain of stores in malls in Delhi, Ludhiana, and other cities, and 

offers clothes and accessories with a punk theme. The stores have found themselves a dedicated 

following among the youngsters in the city who are into punk/rock music and want to express 

themselves through the clothes and accessories that they wear. There are many other examples, 

but as of now, none of them has been able to attain a following large enough to be called a true 

cult brand, but their popularity is rapidly increasing. Now, more than ever, is a time relevant for 

cult brands in India. Bring „em on! 
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Entrepreneurs at the Base of the Pyramid 

Rohit Kshirsagar , Welingkar Institute Of Management, Mumbai 

 

 SudhirSingh, 22 year old graduate from hinterlands of Jabalpur, one of the bustling towns in 

UP, often used to galore at the bright skyline for hours, wondering about the potential of this 

nature’s gift to help his parents absolve themselves from vicious cycle of poverty, illiteracy 

and debt. He founded “Suncity Pumps”, solar powered pump manufacturing company, which 

also propagates the advances and advantages of abundant renewable resources and their 

inherent ability to fulfil Industry’s insatiable energy demand. Today, Suncity has a turnover 

of 22Crore and employs around 650 people. 

 

 Suhani Sharma, a diminutive, introvert girl from ooty, often used to get the pangs of agony, 

distress and humiliation when her mother had to walk barefoot to sell handful of pulses and 

vegetables in the nearest mandi, about 14 kms away. Spurred, shaken and stunned, Suhani 

ventured into mobile applications “Mandi Bazaar”, where farmers could get the updates of 

market prices of their products for miniscule charges, saving them with ignominy of despair 

and disappointments. Mandi Bazaar fetches revenue of 36 crore and employs more than 150 

budding developers. 

Although Jabalpur and Ooty can no longer be termed as hinterlands or “sub cities”, these 

anecdotes demonstrate fertile ground on which these quaint, dainty yet vibrant, enterprising 

young minds are tilling and reaping the fruits of entrepreneurship. Besieged by adversities and 

triggered by circumstances, these Suhanis and Sudhirs try to leverage these hurdles into hays and 

staring at their dreams, unblinked, unabashed, uninhibited!! 

Entrepreneurship has always been looked upon as luxury of elites, who could put their 

unspent cash on doing something unheard of, isolating these ventures from society‟s relevance. 

As muck settled, these ventures attached implied labels of experience, innovation, capital and 

risk taking ability as prerequisites to trigger them. As per EDI (Enterpreunarship Development of 

India) report 2006, more than 70% of ventures started by experienced professionals, with an 

average age of 35 and had heaps of cash to fall back upon, further accentuating the 

aforementioned notions. Small and middle class families were still content in following tried and 

tested approach of education, employment, emoluments, marriage and so on. 
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However, market inertia shook everyone and everything, including facile beliefs and weak 

dogmas, after 2008 economic crisis. Lack of employment and uncertainties made people take 

control of their professional lives and start something on their own. Inefficiency in governance, 

deprivation from basic civil amenities, unhygienic surroundings, unmanageable waste, and 

unwarranted labour spurred rural youth landscape to dive into muddled waters and come back 

unscathed. They have not only survived, but thrived and flourished. 

There‟s a peculiar trend happening in entrepreneurial landscape of India, where choice of venture 

is still driven by regional intricacies, civilian inefficiency, beaurocratic apathy rather than 

individual passion. Thus, there is natural phenomenon of certain businesses emerging from 

certain corners of country depending upon regional competencies. That‟s where Ayub Khan 

Pathan, living in small, non-descript town of Solapur came up with world‟s first solar bike, 

Sunita Chandok, started handicraft associations for blind girls in Manipur, churning around 

20,000 crafted materials a month and Karan Raghav, a primary school dropout, went on to build 

online community marriage portal in Bijapur. Then there is a Dalit enterprauner, Sunil Kamat, 

who build on to his father‟s scrap business in Chandrapur, making it one of the biggest suppliers 

of components to auto majors across the country. It may be outrageous to expect Bhatias, 

Murthys or Ambanis emerge out of them. However, their zeal, commitment and dedication to 

their businesses and communities, is no trivial. These young-pruners are not chanting and 

implementing social responsibilities, they are living it, when corporate India harping about its 

inclusion and implementation (or rather lack of it) as law. 
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Ownership by type of Social Category No. in lakhs 

Scheduled Caste 1.19 (7.60%) 

  Scheduled Tribes 0.45 (2.87%) 

  OBCs 5.99 (38.28%) 

  Others 8.02 (51.26%) 

Ministry of SME, Govt of India. 

Although policy paralysis still hounds country‟s enterpreunarship ecosystem, these young breeds 

are defying odds, albeit scarce resources to keep innovation baton lit, at the same time, covering 

up various governance inadequacy. When Shanti Modak, a small time road cleaner in Taloda, a 

village in M‟rashtra, took the pledge to use solid waste and create compost, she faced ire of not 

only from local panchayats, but also from her own community. Her Tenacity prevailed and she 

ended up employing same people who used to ridicule her. Therein lies the huge lesson for 

government and community alike. These are the birds that need to be nurtured, if India needs to 

go anywhere near of its ambition of creating 20mn jobs by 2025 (to sustain its growth). These 

are the pillars need to strengthened, if India needs to increase its manufacturing base in GDP to 

25%. These are the minds that need to cultivated and enlightened if country needs to improve its 

abysmal rating in HDI. And these are the sparks that need to be ignited, if India needs to lighten 

up its more than 3 lacs unlit villages. These budding flowers need conducive ecosystem to 

express themselves through their intellectual ability and operational, executional skills. These 

goliaths have the pluck to take on their western counterparts in terms of building, developing, 

monetizing and sustaining successful enterprises. They could make ambitious Indian dreams an 

achievable reality and shift the paradigm in a way that country has never thought before.  

Then, Sudhirs and Suhanis don‟t have to remain at the plight of their distressed emotions to 

start their businesses, and Shantis can start their noble causes without community hostility and 

unrelenting bureaucracy.  
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Video Marketing – A Fad or here to stay  

Debasmita Panja, IIM Bangalore 

 

Life had been easy few decades back when 

consumers had just two to three brands to 

choose from. With rise in the number of 

brands in each possible product and service 

category, not just consumers find it 

confusing to make selection decisions; it is 

becoming increasingly difficult for the 

marketers to aptly position their brands so as 

to capture maximum consumer attention. 

Needless to mention, in this dynamic 

scenario, they are forced to come up with 

cost effective and innovative promotion and 

communication strategies to remain 

competitive in the market. 

With this in mind, thousands of marketers 

are shifting towards the concept of video 

marketing as a viable means of promotion. 

Video marketing is a form of advertising 

and promotional strategy through the use of 

short, interesting and informative videos on 

specific topics like the demonstration of the 

products and services of a firm or a 

corporate description of the company. The 

core intent of this form of promotion is to 

increase awareness to the prospective 

customers about the organization and its 

products and to reach out to a wider 

audience.  

But there are some questions that 

immediately creep in with the introduction 

of this concept. Is video marketing more 

useful than other existing forms of 

promotion? Can video marketing replace 

these good old strategies for communicating 

with the target audience? Or is it only a 

current trend that perhaps would fade away 

with time? Analysis and comparison with 

other comparable promotion methods can 

lead us to the answer. Just for example, text 

advertisements or article marketing in 

newspapers, journals or magazines require 

time and effort of the target audience to go 

through and decipher the intended message. 

However, if the message is communicated 

through visual demonstrations, it creates 

better impact on the viewers. They tend to 

retain the message for a longer time. Though 

it is true that advertising in the form of 

written words might not be easily replaced 

by video, but definitely video offers a  

 

complementary effect to what can be 

conveyed through words on paper.  

Television advertising is also an audio-

visual medium that has efficient retention 

levels on the minds of viewers. But with the 

increase in the number of brands competing 

for market share, the cost of advertising has 

increased tremendously. Marketers have to 

spend millions to develop a commercial for 

communicating with the audience. At the 

same time, it has become difficult to get 

suitable slots in the television networks to 

pitch the ideas to the audience at their time 
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of convenience and availability. 

Consequently, significant proportion of the 

market is shifting towards the paradigm of 

video marketing which is a more cost 

effective and an efficient medium to get the 

message across and thereby increase 

conversion rates. 

A research paper on „The Brand Value Of 

Rich Media And Video Ads‟ by Double 

Click, a division of Google & Dynamic 

Logic suggests the best available formats 

that advertisers and media agencies can use 

for their online branding campaigns. It looks 

at the performance of different ad formats on 

the basis of defined brand metrics against 

branding goals. It reveals that rich media 

with video are several times more effective 

than simple flash animation. It is important 

to consider rich media with video units to 

drive purchase intention, aided brand 

awareness and brand favorability. It is also 

an effective source of first exposure on the 

online audience.
1
 

There are small businesses which are 

effectively using video marketing to attract 

attention of potential buyers, to provide 

information about their products and to 

demonstrate how they work. Retailers put 

videos on their online websites for 

describing their products. It has generally 

been observed that shoppers who watch 

videos on these sites are more likely to buy 

than others. Research suggests that if quality 

videos are featured on the home page of 

websites for educating and engaging 

visitors, the probability of sales conversion 

rates increases. Websites, in themselves can 

have graphics and meaningful text but most 

                                                           
1
 http://www.webpronews.com/google-analyzes-

rich-media-ad-effectiveness-2009-06 

people would stay for only a few seconds on 

a web page  

 

before making a purchase decision. 

Whereas, if a video is added to the existing 

webpage or on the Facebook page of the 

company, there is a better chance of getting 

a person to stay on the website for a longer 

time. With the growing popularity of 

YouTube as a prime venue for businesses 

and entrepreneurs to promote their products 

and innovations, video marketing is 

capturing a convenient platform for 

expansion. Also, the fact that videos jump to 

top search rankings more often than other 

contents is acting in favor of video 

marketing.   

We need to explore further whether this 

growth in video marketing would rise and 

can be sustained or it is transient. An 

important factor which would boost the 

intensification of video marketing is the 

penetration of computers and internet in 

Indian households. Moreover penetration of 

internet is just not limited to PCs or laptops. 

With the roll out of smart phones, launch of 

3G and continuous reduction in 3G tariffs, 

Internet browsing and video streaming on 

mobile phones is increasing.  

Video marketing is also being preferred 

because of its measurable attribute unlike 
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TV ads. Any video marketing is measurable 

via analytics tools whereas number of 

viewer actually watching TV ads cannot be 

measured. They are dependent on the TRPs 

of the shows in between which they appear 

whereas number of views for online videos 

gives a direct performance measure of the 

promotion. Marketers are also more 

interested in ROI based marketing tools and 

video marketing definitely gives them this 

comfort. The level of importance for video 

marketing might decrease in the course of 

time if users are inundated with all kinds of 

high and low quality videos but from the 

present conditions, it seems that the concept 

of video marketing would surely stay in the 

promotion space for significant amount of 

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------The End-------------------------------------------------- 
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